
RT Software’s advanced level sports analysis solution



Use the Virtual Stadium
Our virtual stadium allows you to build 
animations from scratch. Recreate game 
scenarios or create training exercises using 
any of the tools available for video along 
with virtual goals and balls.  

Coach Anywhere
With a simple export procedure, analysis 
sequences with all animations can be 
exported as a clip in any standard format 
to be replayed anywhere, laptop, 
tablet or phone.

Interactive Graphics
With our innovative presenter function, 
you can add graphics live using a 
touchscreen or a tablet, engaging your 
players and creating an interactive 
learning environment.

Virtually No Learning Curve
It really is that easy to use. The intuitive 
nature of Tactic means that it can be 
used straight away. For those who want 
to become expert users, Tactic provides 
video tutorials covering all its features.

Easy to use, cost-effective and powerful 
3D telestration for Academies, Scouting 
Departments, Clubs, Federations, Colleges, 
Universities, Analysts and Coaches who want 
to take their analysis to the next level.
      
With manual keyframing, graphics can track 
players in the video, allowing you to follow 
them. Keep graphics on the surface and insert 
moving logos for highlights reels and create 
visually stunning analysis. Tactic Advanced 
comes with optional AI Player Detect feature 
(hardware requirements apply) to automate 
keyframing, using our industry-leading 
Artificial Intelligence model, the most accurate 
and consistent in the market.
      
You can use your existing laptop to run Tactic 
Advanced; no specialist hardware is required 
so you can be up and running in no time, 
it’s that easy.
      
With no pitch, court or line calibration 
required, graphics can be easily placed and are 
automatically keyed to produce professional 
results with minimal effort. With in-application 
tagging now available, you can use Tactic as 
an all-in-one analysis tool, or in conjunction 
with different providers!
      
Buying Tactic Advanced is easy too.
RT Software offers monthly, quarterly and 
annual subscriptions subscriptions, which are 
available in the online store.

http://rtswsports.co.uk/shop
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Multi-licence and multi-year discounts are available

Monthly, quarterly and half-year subscriptions
are available in our online store.

Lite Advanced Pro Scout

3D Tools Matching camera position and angle to add ‘on-pitch’ graphics ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Keying Chroma keying (with auto function) and segment keying ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Timeline Advanced control of the timing of events within an analysis sequence ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

Virtual Stadium A range of virtual stadiums for various sports are available ✅ ✅ ✅ ❌

Presenter Interface/Tablet Control The second screen allows the presenter to interact using a touch screen or a tablet ✅ ✅ ✅ ❌

Save, Recall and Share Analysis Files Easily save and load analysis files on any device ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Camera Tracking Track camera movement with one click and stay anchored to a position ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

AI Player Detect Player detection allows the automatic tracking of players with easy corrections ❌ Optional ✅ Optional

Virtual Players Explain tactical movements by adding male or female virtual players on the field ❌ ❌ ✅ ❌

Metrics Distance, run distance, speed, and angle graphics ❌ ❌ ✅ ❌

AI Pitch Calibration A field detection feature that allows users to calibrate a pitch with one click ❌ ❌ ✅ ❌

XML Ingest Ingest event files from data and tagging providers ❌ ❌ ✅ ❌

Tagging Cut the game clips with the tags you create ❌ ✅ ✅ ✅

Available for Mac and Windows Supports the two major operating systems ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Options Comparison

http://rtswsports.co.uk/shop


“Using Tactic Advanced during 
the AFCON 2022 was a big help for 
our team. Players became more 
aware of their role in the squad 
and positively influenced the 
success rate of our game strategy. 

Highly recommend Tactic!”

Noureddine Bouachera
Assistant Coach

Senegal MNT, AFCON 2022 winners

ABOUT RT SOFTWARE
RT Software is an established graphics solutions company that has been 

working with leading broadcasters, such as the BBC, Sky Sports, TNT Sports, 
ITV, ESPN, Fox and many others, since 2004. What defines us is our ability to 

add graphics to video clips in order to highlight action or explain the gameplay.

Our products for the sports professionals market have evolved from the 
original top-end systems employed on air to much easier-to-use analysis 

tools, including powerful data visualisation solutions for recruitment 
and team management.

We are proud to have worked alongside some of the biggest names in the 
professional sports world to create these tools.

We have developed our Tactic suite of products (Lite, Advanced, Pro and 
Scout) to cater to the needs of every level of coaching and performance 

analysis – from amateur to the highest professional level.
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RT Software Ltd.
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Our clients

and 150+ clubs/federations around the world
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